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ABSTRACT
Software quality is considered as one of the most
important challenges in software engineering. It has
many dimensions which differ from users’ point of
view that depend on their requirements. Therefore,
those dimensions lead to difficulty in measuring and
defining the software quality properly. Software quality
measurement is the main core of the software quality.
Thus, it is necessary to study and develop the software
measurements to meet the better quality.
The use of libraries increases software quality more
than that of using generic programming because these
libraries are prepared and tested in advance. In
addition, these libraries reduce the effort that is spent in
designing, testing, and maintenance processes.
In this research, we presented a new model to calculate
the saved effort that results from using libraries instead
of generic programming in the coding, testing, and
productivity processes.
The proposed model consists of three metrics that are
Library Investment Ratio, Library Investment Level,
and Program Simplicity. An empirical analyzes has
been applied into ten projects to compare the results of
the model with Reuse Percent. The results show that
the model has better indication of the improvement of
software quality and productivity rather than
Reuse Percent.
KEYWORDS
Software quality; software engineering; software
metrics; library; framework
1 INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, almost every aspect and tale of human lives
depend on information and communication technology
in vast manner, so the quality of software must be
improved to get a better life [1] [2]. Software
engineering is a science that
manages the software development process to meet
high quality with lowest cost [1] [3]. Therefore, the
software quality becomes a critical challenge in the
software engineering. The researchers have to study
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and develop new software metrics to meet better
software quality [4].
2 RELATED WORK
2.1 Software Quality Measurements
Software quality is one of the most important topics in
software engineering; it is considered as the main core
of competition in the software market [1]. It has many
dimensions which differ from user requirements point
of view; this leads to many definitions. These
definitions can be simplified as Garvin and Juran to
Fitness to use or Conformance on Requirements [4]. It
is difficult to measure how much such a system is
fitness to use. Therefore the researchers used software
quality attributes or aspects to measure how much a
system fitness to use. For example understandability,
traceability, complexity, testability, and so on.
Software quality is very important for both costumers
and manufactures. Costumers need reliable system that
easy to learn and use, and manufactures need a
reusable system that is easy to maintenance and test [1]
[4].
Software quality measurements and metrics are the
main core of the software quality; it is autism views
and reduces the difference [1]. It was necessary to
study and develop the software metrics to meet the
good quality. Software measurement is defined as a
process of driving the quantities
from features of software entity. Software metric is a
quantitative indicator of the software and the software
production process attributes that is made us able to
sense these attributes [4] [5]. Software metrics can be
used to measure product such as source code,
development process such as design process, and
resources such as production cost [4]. There are two
problems that are related to any measurement system,
which are representation problem and uniqueness
problem. The representation problem is a problem that
occurs during the process of formatting particular
empirical system to numerical system that made us
able to sense the attribute of this system. The
uniqueness problem is a problem of finding a good
scale system that is used to convert the result of such a
metric to another representation [1]. Many software
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metrics that have correlation between each others can
be integrated to build a software model [6]. Several
kinds of software metrics and models were proposed to
measure different types of software quality attributes.
For example, Halstead Complexity Model was
presented as a complexity measurement [7], and Reuse
Level to measure the amount of reuse [8].
2.2 Software Reuse
Software reuse is a process of reusing existing software
artifacts during software life cycle. When a systematic
reuse is applied the software quality and productivity
are improved by reducing the development time, and
the cost [9] [10] [11] [12][13]. Software reuse does not
mean that reusing the source code only, but it can be
applied to any development phase such as requirement
phase by reusing the experiences and documents [6]
[11]. This research is interested in software source code
reuse. Reusability of software artifacts is a degree of
how much such an artifact is suitable to reuse to get the
expected benefits [14] [15] [6] [12]. Organizations
have to measure the process of software reuse to find
the benefits of reusing, which can be done through
software reuse metrics.
Thus, software reuse metrics became very important
research field in the software engineering science.
Software reuse and reusability metrics are very
important topics in software quality science, which is
used to assess the reuse process [1]. Software reuse
metric is a quantitative indicator that is used to measure
the amount of reuse in the software [16]. Software
reusability metric is an indicator that finds the ability of
software component or software artifacts for reusing in
other system [13].
There are several proposed software reuse and
reusability metrics and models. These models can be
classified as [6] to amount of reuse metrics, reusability
assessment, cost benefit analysis, maturity assessment,
and reuse library metrics. Amount of reuse metrics are
used to measure the reuse percentage in the software as
authors described in [8]. Reusability assessment is used
to measure the reusability of software artifacts as
authors presented in [12]. Cost benefit analysis is
interested in finding the quality and productivity
revenue of reuse as appears in [16]. Maturity
assessment used to evaluate the reuse process to
improve its weaknesses [17]. Reuse library metrics are
used to find the investment of reusing library [6].
In this research the focus will be on Halstead
Complexity Model HCM [7] to measure the saved
effort that is resulted from library reuse. Halstead
Complexity Model divides the text of program code
using lexical analyzer into tokens. These tokens are
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classified into two factors operands and operators.
After that, statistical analysis tools are applied on these
factors to compute some metrics. Consequently,
number of vocabulary, program length, program
volume, program level, program difficulty and program
effort can be calculated. All of these are related to
program complexity [7].
2.3 Library Investment Model
The developed and implemented model contains three
library investment metrics, which were derived based
on Halstead Complexity Model [7]. Halstead presented
the concept of potential program volume as a perfect
program volume that is implemented using a typical
programming language that can represent the needed
operators by predefined functions without any need to
implement the algorithms. It needs only to identify the
operands. Therefore, the software quality is better
whenever the program volume is closely to potential
program volume, which can be done through library
reuse.
The model presents three metrics, which are Library
Investment Ratio (LIR), Library Investment Level
(LIL), and Program Simplicity (PS), that are calculated
based on Program Volume (V). The following formula
is used to find the program volume:
V = N log (n).
Where:
V: Program Volume.
n: is the number of unique operands and operators.
N: is the total number of operands and operators with
frequent.
The model depends on three parameters, which are
original program volume (Vorg) that comes from
library reuse, program volume without library reuses
(Vnr), and the reduction volume (Vr) that is resulted
from library reuse.
These volumes are calculated using the following
formulas:
Vr = Σ (fci * Vci).
Vci = Nci log (nci).
Vorg = N log (n).
Vnr = Vorg + Vr.
Where:
Vr: the reduction volume that resulted from library
reuse.
fci: the frequent number of used of library component
c.
Vci: the volume of library component c.
i: refers to a series of library components.
Nci: is the total number of operands and operators
with repetition in a component c.
nci: is the number of unique operands and operators
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in a component c.
Vorg: program volume for original program.
n: is the number of unique operands and operators.
N: is the total number of operands and operators with
repetition.
Vnr: program volume without reuse.
Thus after, the following sections presented the
developed metrics, starting from the Library
Investment Ratio Metrics.
2.3.1 Library Investment Ratio Metric (LIR)
The LIR metric is developed to measure the reduction
volume ratio that is resulted from using library instead
of generic programming. Generic programming is the
programming pattern that has not used any library
reuse.
LIR represents the ratio between Vr and Vnr. Vr is the
program volume that is resulted from library reuse. Vnr
is the expected program volume that is resulted without
library reuse
(Vnr). The formula of LIR is:
LIR = Vr / Vnr.
Where:
LIR: Library Investment Ratio.
Vnr: program volume without reuse.
Vr: the reduction volume that resulted from library
reuse. LIR metric is used to measure the reduction in
software complexity, software design cost, and
software testing cost that are resulted from library
reuse. The LIR result range should be between zero
and one. The worst case of LLR is 0, where the library
reuse has never been used (Vr = 0). The value one is
unachievable because it means that there is no a new
software and it is used an existing software (Vr = Vnr).
Therefore, the LIR value is better whenever it is
increased as much as possible.
2.3.2 Library Investment Level Metric (LIL)
Library Investment Level is used as indicator to the
investment level that is resulted from library reuse.
Investment level refers to the reduction level that
resulted from reusing library. LIL is used to measure
the improvement in software productivity. LIL is the
percentage between Vr and Vorg. Vr is the reduction
program volume that is resulted from library reuse.
Vorg is the program volume of current program lonely.
LIL is computed using the following equation:
LIL = Vr / Vorg.
Where:
LIL: Library Investment Level.
Vorg: program volume for original program.
Vr: the reduction volume that is resulted from library
reuse.
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The minimum value of LIL is zero (i.e. when Vr = 0).
The zero value means that the library has not been
invested. LIL is increased whenever library reusing
increases. This metric can be used as a factor that helps
the decision maker to manage the available resources
to improve its productivity.
2.3.3 Program Simplicity Metric (PS)
Program Simplicity metric is used to measure the
simplicity ratio that is resulted from library reuse.
The formula of PS is:
PS = 1 – (Vorg / Vnr).
Where:
PS: Program Simplicity.
Vnr: program volume without reuse.
Vorg: program volume for original program.
PS value should be between zero and one (i.e. 0 <= PS
< 1), the value zero means that there is no any
simplicity (i.e. where Vorg = Vnr), the higher PS
means more simplicity ratio.
3 THE MODEL STRUCTURE
The model structure appears in figure 1.

The model works as follow. The software source code
files are sent to the lexical analyzer that divides the
source code into tokens. The Token tester testes the
program tokens to classify them into operands, and
operators. Model Parameters Calculator calculates Vr,
Vorg, and Vnr. After that, the Metrics Execution
applies the model equation to find the result of LIR,
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LIL, and PS. In the last step, the model results are
output using Result Calculator.
3.1 The Model Main Algorithm
The main algorithm that is used to implement the
model is presented in this section. It is used to manage
the model components. The algorithm is:
Library Investment Model ()
{ Tokens = Lexical Analyzer (source code
files)
Oprnds_Oprtrs_List = Token Tester
(Tokens)
Vorg_Vr_Vnr_Vector = Model Parameters
Calculator (Oprnds_Oprtrs_List)
Result = Model Execution
(Vorg_Vr_Vnr_Vector)
Print (Result)
}
3.2 Lexical Analyzer
Lexical Analyzer is used to scan the target software
source code to divide the program source code into
tokens. These tokens can be operators, identifiers,
keywords, digit, and so on. After that, the comment
statements are removed by the lexical analyzer. The
algorithm of lexical analyzer is:
Lexical Analyzer (source code files) {
Ch = getCh ()
While (Ch != end of file)
{
If (is part of (operator)) {
OperatorToken
=OperatorToken + Ch}
Else If (is part of (operand))
{
OperandToken =
OperandToken + Ch }
Else If (is separator (Ch){
Save current token and
establish a new search for a
new token}
Ch = get character from input file}
}
3.3 Tokens Tester
Token Tester is used to test the program tokens that are
resulted from the lexical analyzer to find the needed
factors. These factors are operands, operands
frequency, operators, and operators' frequency. The
algorithm of Token Tester is:
Token Tester () {
Cur = Get token ()
While (Cur != NULL) Do
{
If (isOperator (Cur)){
1-OperatorsList.Add (Cur)
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2-OperatorsCounter=
OperatorsCounter + 1}
Else If (isOperand (Cur)){
1-OperandsList.Add (Cur)
2-OperandCounter =
OperandCounter + 1 }
Cur = next token}}
3.4 Model Parameter's Calculator
Model Parameter's Calculator is used to find the
parameters that are used in the introduced metrics,
which are, Vr, Vorg, and Vnr. These parameters are
calculated based on the results of Token Tester, which
are operands, operands frequency, operators, and
operators' frequency. It uses the following equations:
Vr = Σ (fci * Vci).
Vorg = N log (n).
Vnr = Vorg + Vr.
Where:
Vr: the reduction volume that is resulted
from library reuse.
fci: the frequent number of references of
the library component c.
Vci: the volume of library component c.
i: refers to series of library components.
Vorg:
program
volume
for
original
program.
n: is the number of unique operands and
operators.
N: is the total number of frequent of the
operands and operators.
Vnr: program volume without reuse.
3.5 Metrics Execution
Metrics Execution applies the equations of the metrics
to find the model results. It takes Vr, Vorg, and Vnr,
which are resulted from the Model Parameter
Calculator. The results of the Metrics Execution are the
LIR, LIL, and PS. The following formulas are used to
find these metrics:
LIR = Vr / Vnr.
LIL = Vr / Vorg.
PS = 1 – (Vorg / Vnr).
Where:
LIR: Library Investment Ratio.
LIL: Library Investment Level.
PS: Program Simplicity.
Vnr: Program Volume without reuse.
Vorg: Program Volume for original
program.
Vr: the reduction volume that is resulted
from library reuse.
4 EXAMPLE OF THE INTRODUCED METRICS
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In this section, an example that describes the process of
the model is introduced and discussed. A sample of
source code that is written in C++ programming
language is used to test the model metrics. In addition
to, a comparison benchmark is used to compare the
results of the model with Reuse Percent (RP).
Reuse Percent is proposed by [9]. It is used as indicator
for the reuse amount in the software source code. RP is
the ratio between the total number of lines of code in
the software and number of reused line of code. The
formula of RP is: RP = RSI / (RSI + SSI).
Where:
RP: Reuse Percent.
RSI: Reused Source Instructions.
SSI: Shipped Source Instructions.
The sample is presented in table 1. It uses stack file as
a library file by calling Stack.h. The lower case of
alphabetic "h" refers to the header file in the C++. The
sample code creates an object that is belonged to the
stack type. After that, the numbers (between 0 and 1)
are pushed to the stack object. Then, the program
retrieves the stack value using pop method to print the
popped results.
Table 1: C++ Sample Program
Original program
Stack file that is used
from the library
#include <iostream.h>
Stack:: Stack()
{
#include "Stack.h";
topOfStack = -1;
int main( )
}
{
bool
Stack<int> s;
Stack::isEmpty( )
int stackSize;
{
return
cout<<"Enter
topOfStack == -1;
}
Stack Size:";
bool Stack:: isFull( )
cin>>stackSize;
{
return
for( int i = 0; i < topOfStack == SIZE - 1;
stackSize; i++ )
}
s.push( i );
void
while( !s.isEmpty( ) Stack::makeEmpty( )
)
{topOfStack = -1;
cout << s.Pop( ) }
<< endl;
int Stack::pop( ) {
return 0;
return
}
theArray[topOfStack--];
}
void Stack::push(int
&x) {
theArray[
++topOfStack ] = x; }
Lexical Analyzer parses the source code into tokens;
these tokens are the input to the Token Tester. Token
ISBN: 978-0-9853483-5-9 ©2013 SDIWC

Tester testes the tokens and divides them into operands
and operators.
Table 2 shows the results of Token Tester for both
original program source code and the used methods
from the library. For the above example the used
methods from the stack file are the stack constrictor,
pop, push, and isEmpty methods.
Therfore, these methods are only considered when
calculating the Vr.
Table 2: Token Tester Results.
Original
Program
#
of
Unique
7
Operands
Total # of Operands
12
with Frequent
#
of
Unique
17
Operators
Total # of Operators
37
with Frequent

The Used
Functions
8
15
13
18

Model Parameter's Calculator uses the results of Token
Tester to find the model parameters. The model
parameters are Vorg, Vr, and Vnr. Vorg is the program
volume of original program source code only. Vr is the
reduction volume that is resulted from the library reuse.
Vnr is the expected program volume of the software
without reusing any library, in which the Vnr = Vorg +
Vr. The results of the Model Parameters Calculator are:
Vorg = 49 log (24) = 67.63.
Vr = 33 log (21) = 43.63.
Vnr = Vorg + Vr = 111.26.
Metrics Execution is used to find the values of the
model metrics, which are:
LIR = Vr / Vnr = 43.63 / 111.26 = 0.39.
LIL = Vr / Vorg = 43.63 / 67.63 = 0.64.
PS = 1 – (Vorg / Vnr) = 1 – (67.63 /
111.26) = 0.39.
From the above results; the LIR indicates the reduction
ratio in software complexity, software design cost, and
software testing cost. In this case, 39% is the reduction
ratio that is resulted from reusing library. LIL is 0.64,
which indicates the improvement level in software
productivity. The simplicity that comes from library
reuse is 0.39 based on the PS result.
Reuse Percent is calculated by finding two factors. The
factors are number of reused source instructions (RSI),
and shipped source code (SSI). RSI is the numbers of
line of code for methods that are used from the library.
SSI is the numbers of line of code for the original
program only. In this case, RSI = 4, and SSI = 14.
Thus, the RP is:
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RP = 4 / 14 = 0.28.
By comparing the results of Library Investment Ratio
and Reuse Percent, the conclusion can be drown, in
which the LIR indicates that 39% of reuse percentage
and 28% for RP. The large gab between them is
generated from the differences in the calculation
methods. RP finds the reuse ratio based on the numbers
of line code, but LIR deepens in the line of code by
taking the content of the line of code in its
consideration. Therefore, the results of the model
metrics are better than
Reuse Percent.
5 EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
Ten projects that developed by Maysalward are
collected. MRD is a small size Jordanian company that
develops mobile and online games. MRD has about 20
employees. The gathered projects are belonged to
several game categories. These categories are card,
puzzle, arcade, sport, and educational one. Each project
has been developed by different teams. These teams
have different technical and programming skills. Table
3 shows some descriptive statistical information about
the gathered projects.
Table 3: Descriptive Statistical Information about
Projects.
Project Name
# of Line of Category
Code
Arcanoid
6091
Arcade
Balot
18458
Card
Carrom
6973
Board
Fruity
3906
Educational
Goal Englizi
7942
Sport
Loteria
6255
Card
Minesweeper
2752
Puzzle
Tarneeb
8546
Card
Taxi Escape
3637
Arcade
Trix
14327
Card
The results of applying the model metrics into the
target projects are presented and discussed in this
section. Figure 2 shows the program volumes for the
experimental projects. These volumes are Vorg, Vr,
and Vnr. Vorg is the program volume of the original
source code of the project only. Vr is the program
volume of the source code of the methods that are used
from the library. Vnr is the expected program volume
of the project without reusing any library. The results
show that Trix has the highest reduction volume Vr,
and then Goal Englizi, Arcanoid, Tarneeb, Loteria,
Carrom, Balot, Fruity, Taxi Escape, and Minesweeper
in decreasing order.
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Figure 2: The Vorg, Vr, and Vnr of Experimental
Projects.
6 CONCLUSION
In this research, three library reuse metrics developed
that measure library investment based on Halstead
Program Volume. These metrics are Library
Investment Ratio (LIR), Library Investment Level
(LIL), and Program Simplicity (PS). LIR is used to
measure the reduction in software complexity, software
design and testing cost that are resulted from library
reuse instead of using generic programming. The
formula of LIR is:
LIR = Vr / Vnr.
Where:
Vnr: program volume without reuse.
Vr: the reduction volume that is resulted
from library reuse.
LIL measures the investment level, which is related to
the software productivity. LIL is used as a factor that
helps the decision maker to manage the available
resources to improve its productivity. LIL is calculated
as follow:
LIL = Vr / Vorg.
Where:
Vorg:
program
volume
for
original
program.
Vr: the reduction volume that is resulted
from library reuse.
Program Simplicity is used as indicator to the
simplicity ratio that is resulted. PS is:
PS = 1 – (Vorg / Vnr).
Where:
Vnr: program volume without reuse.
Vorg:
program
volume
for
original
program.
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The model is implemented using Java programming
language. The model is applied into several projects
that collected from Maysalward Inc Company to find
the results of our model. The results show that library
reuse is improved software quality, and productivity. It
is reduced production time, and development cost. The
model is compared with Reuse Percent (RP). The
results show that the model has introduced better
results rather than RP.
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